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Psychobiology of Addiction  

Neurological molecular protein blood hormones 

chemical dependency 

Addiction as psychology and biology is two perspective fields converging 
contextually into the modern medical concept of psychobiology. Allostasis 
from the addiction perspective is defined as the process of maintaining 
apparent reward function stability by changes in brain reward 
mechanisms. From will powers intent to the purpose of appealing to 
cravings for the sake of relief from acute and or chronic syndromic reward 
stages. 
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The modern medical notion of psychobiology is combining the perspective 
domains, psychology and biology, in the holistic set of mental health first 
aid, counselling and adverse childhood trauma in addiction. From the 
standpoint of addiction, self-regulations of the limbic brain and the 
complex system of glands and organs contoured by addictions substance 
misuse are driven by the metabolism, energy level, reproduction, growth 
and development, and response to injury, stress, and mood for the process 
of change in the reward mechanisms to the brain to maintain the stability 
of the perceived reward function at worst in what is of a habitual fallacy 
attracted by cravings that are motivated by a desire to escape acute or 
chronic syndromic disadvantages in reward stages.  
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Counter argument, “Almost as.” 
 

Despite the fact that, from the perspective of addiction, self-regulations of 
the limbic brain and the intricate system of glands and organs contoured 
by addiction substance abuse driven by metabolism, energy level, 
reproduction, growth and development, and response to injury, stress, 
and mood for the process of change in the reward mechanisms in the 
brain to maintain the stability of the perceived reward function at worst, 
allostasis is defined as: Allostasis in the case of addiction, in the complex 
system of glands and organs contoured by addiction substance misuse, 
metabolism, energy level, reproduction, growth and development, and 
response to injury, stress, and mood for the process of change in the 
reward mechanisms in the brain to maintain the stability of the perceived 
reward function at worst. 

 

My counter argument in brief is made up of the 5 key points condensed 
into 3 main parts as is a thesis.  

 

Almost as, is describing the meaning of NEARLY in what is nearly 
tempered and nearly ambiguous but not just that in the stand of harm 
that’s abuzz with youthful idealism and feelings of ignorance, poetry and 
the Biblical. The research idea for the right treatment is boundary-pushing 
like recreating Frankenstein.  

 

 

 

 

 

Thesis 
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Despite the fact that, allostasis of the perceived reward function at worst 
is almost as, from the standpoint of addiction, self-regulations of the 
limbic brain and the complex system of glands and organs contoured by 
addiction substance misuse driven by metabolism, energy level, 
reproduction, growth and development, and response to injury, stress, 
and mood for the process of change in the reward mechanisms in the 
brain to maintain the stability of the perceived reward function at worst, 
allostasis of the perceived reward function at worst is almost as allostasis 
is defined as: in the case of addiction, self-regulations of the limbic brain 
and the complex system of glands and organs contoured by addiction 
substance misuse driven by metabolism, energy level, reproduction, 
growth and development, and response to injury, stress, and mood for the 
process of change in the reward mechanisms in the brain to maintain the 
stability of the perceived reward function at worst, allostasis of the 
perceived reward function at worst is almost as, a habitual fallacy is as a 
driven factor of high-density elements by the onset of cravings as a result 
of harmful hormone proteins to the vital system contouring.  

 

Proposal - Researching ignorance of "And" that is almost as an agony 
to lift oneself out of while subsequently repetitive irony of the 
benightedness process is the cultural technical Agnotology in sub 
wilfully motivated ignorance to infidelities lack of braving integrity 
for memory blindness dynamics of an intellectual ignorance in 
critical thinking that is the harm of addiction in psychobiology.  
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